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sen ted stevens R alaska told
reporters last week he was saddened
by the alaska legislatures failure to
authorize a constitutional amendment
on subsistencesubsistme for the general elec-
tion in november

we have a void now stevens
said inin a press conference inin his an-
chorage office you just cant have
two sets of management on one
resource

stevens said his biggest fear about
the fact that federal management of
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fish and game resources on the 60 per-
cent of alaska owned by the federal
government began july I1 isisthattherethat there
will be confusion and federal pressure
to change management philosophy

federal managers prefer a
balance inin all game populations

while state managers focus on sustain-
ing certain species at specific levels
he said stevens said he believes the
federal takeover will mean new
restrictions on hunting

the takeover took place because the
alaska supreme court last december
declared alaskasalanskas subsistence law un-
constitutional since a subsistence
preference for rural users isis required
by the alaska national interest lalandsnds
conservation act failure by tthehe
legislature to take action mandatedmandated a
federal takeover

stevens was asked his reaction to the
tactfact that some groups as wellaswell as sen
frank murkowski R alaska are ad-
vocatingvo cating a court challenge of
ANILCA rather than solving the pro-
blem through the legislature and the
voters

stevens said the problem with that
approach isis that portions of ANILCA
are believed to be indian legisla

tion authorizing congress to protect
native people pressing ANILCA
throthroughtigh the courts could lead to a
native only preference inin subsistence
he said adding that he did not believe
that was healthy for alaska

suthsuchsut h a preference is b15eingeing sought
by a number of native groups
throughout alaska native people at
a summit earlier this spring however
decided to pursue a rural preference
in the legislature

the legislature however failed to
take action authorizing a constitutional
amendment to be offered to voters inin
november

stevens also sharply criticized
republicans who are seeking to close
the primary election aug 28

although he isis a republican
himself stevens said he strongly sup
ports an open primary especially
because of what he termed alaska s
itinitinerantaranterant population

also stevens noted that the majori
ty of votersvoter inin alaska are not
registered as either republicans or
democrats but that should not keep
them from voting inin the primary

the senator said he was appalled
by the effort to close the primary


